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Consider spherically symmetric initial data for a cosmology which, in the large part, approximates
an open k = —1,A = 0 Friedmann-Lemaitre universe. Purther assume that the data are chosen so
that the trace of the extrinsic curvature is a constant and that the matter Beld is at rest at this
instant of time. One expects that no trapped surfaces appear in the data if no significant clump
of excess matter is to be found. This Brief Report conSrms this belief by displaying a necessary
condition for the existence of trapped surfaces. This necessary condition, simply stated, says that a
relatively large amount of excess matter must be concentrated in a small volume for trapped surfaces
to appear.
PACS number(s): 04.20.Ex, 04.20.Dw, 95.30.Sf, 98.80.Hw
Over the last few years, we have been investigating
spherically symmetric solutions to the Einstein equa-
tions, both asymptotically fiat [1—3] and cosmological
[4,5], with the intention of relating the amount of matter
inside some chosen sphere to the possibility of trapped
surfaces forming. The only situation which has not yet
been dealt with is the case where we have a cosmological
model with unbounded spatial slices which, on average,
has a negative scalar curvature. These are generalizations
of the "open" (hyperboloidal) Friedmann umverses In
this work we will derive a necessary condition for the ap-
pearance of a trapped surface in such a cosmology. This
is very similar to equivalent necessary conditions we have
derived in all the other cases. Interestingly enough, we
have failed, in this open case, to find the matching suf-
ficient condition which we were able to derive in all the
other cases. VKe comment further on this at the end of
this work.
Initial data for solutions to the Einstein equations con-
sist of four objects (see [6]) [g b, K &, p (energy den-
sity) and Jb (matter current density)], where g b is a
three-dimensional, Riemannian (positive definite) metric
which describes a three-dimensional-manifold Z; Z is to
be regarded as a spacelike slice through the four-manifold
which is the solution of the Einstein equations and K b
is a symmetric three-tensor which is the extrinsic curva-
ture of Z as an embedded surface in the four-manifold.
Consider a spacelike two-surface S embedded in Z. If the
surface is orientable, we can identify a unit vector n as
the "outgoing" direction orthogonal to S in Z. Now Jbnb
measures the outfiux of matter through S.
These data are not independent. They must satisfy
the constraints
( l R[g] —KobK + (K ) = 16mp (Hamiltonian constraint),
D K b —DbK = —8~Js (momentum constraint),
where ls&R[g] is the scalar curvature of Z, D the covari-
ant derivative compatible with g s. The trace (g K b)
of the second fundamental form K b is equal to the (pos-
itive) rate of change of the three-dimensional volume in
a timelike direction &~ (dV) = g bK sdV.
Here we wish to consider initial data for a spheri-
cally symmetric cosmology which in the large looks like
an open Friedmann universe. The standard time slice
through an open (hyperboloidal) Friedmann-Lemaitre
I
universe is given by a hyperboloid of constant negative
curvature where the line element is given by
ds = a (t) (dr + sinh r[d62+ sini gdrp2]),
where a is constant on Z; K g is pure trace K g —Hg g,II = g ja is the Hubble constant; the (background)
energy-density p is a constant, J = Q. We will use these
data as a background against which we will compare our
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actual spherical solution. Background quantities will be
denoted by a caret.
The Hamiltonian constraint (2) now gives
——+ 60 = 16mp6
a2 (4)
while the momentum constraint (2) is identically satis-
fied.
We wish to consider a spherically symmetric space-
time whose spatial topology agrees with that of the open
Robertson-Walker geometry. We focus on a spacelike
slice through the spacetime which is itself spherically
symmetric and on which the trace of the extrinsic curva-
ture is a constant. This is not as restrictive a condition
as it appears. If one is given a spacetime with a spatial
symmetry, the trK=const slices respect this symmetry
[71
Since the three-metric is spherically symmetric we
know that it is conformally flat and the line element can
be written as
where bp denotes p —p. Let us stress here that we make
no assumption that bp is either small or has a fixed sign.
We wish to consider whether such a system will gravi-
tationally collapse to form a black hole. Evidence would
be the appearance of trapped surfaces in the initial data.
Consider a spherically symmetric two-surface S in the ini-
tial data set. The expansion of outgoing null rays &om
this surface S is given by
8=Dn +(g —nn)Kb, (10)
where n is the unit (spacelike) normal to this surface. If
8 ( 0 we say that the surface is (outer) trapped. One of
the singularity theorems of general relativity [8,9] tells us
that the appearance of trapped surfaces is an indication
that gravitational collapse is occurring. The expansion
of a spherical surface in the open Friedmann universe is
given by
2 coth r + 2aH
ds = P (r)ds,
where P & 0. We can write the extrinsic curvature (as-
suming only spherical symmetry) as
Kg —IIgg+ n ng — Kr,3
where n is the unit radial vector. We further assumeJ = J(r)n .
Since H is assumed constant, only K(r) appears in the
momentum constraint. As in previous articles, the mo-
mentum constraint can be written as an explicit integral
to give
Rs
K(Bs) = P (r) sinh (r) J(r)dr.y'(Zs) sinh'(Rs) o
One immediate consequence of (7) is that if the matter
is at rest in the slice (J = 0) we have that K = 0 and
so the extrinsic curvature is pure trace. For the rest of
this work we will assume that this holds. Therefore the
momentum constraint is automatically satisfied and we
need not consider it further.
To evaluate the Hamiltonian constraint we first need
to calculate the scalar curvature of the metric. To do so
we use the background metric g g and that R = ——,.
We can use the fact that g b = P g b to write
Therefore if the universe is expanding (H ) 0) no
trapped surfaces exist.
In the spherically symmetric but nonhomogeneous
model we are considering here it is easy to show that
the expansion can be written as
8 = D n + 2H = P (4P'+ 2gcothr) + 2H,
n = (y-'a-', 0, 0),
(12)
where gV = &&.
To relate this expression to the matter content of the
universe one integrates (9) in the physical space over a
sphere S of coordinate radius Rp. Using spherical sym-
metry, integration by parts and Gauss law the left-hand
side gives
To do this integration one needs to use that dV
P dV = qua sinh r sing. The right-hand side of (9)
gives
AgdV = P 6PP dV
V V
Rs
= 4vrgg'sinh r~R —47r P sinh radr
0
i lR[g] = —8p b.p ——Q
Hence the Hamiltonian constraint reads
b,P = —2mhp — (1 —P ) P4a2
EgdV = 27rhMs j V
V 4a2
3 Rs4' P sinh radr.4a2 (14)
If we refer to the geometrical (or kinematical) properties of
this spacetime we use the term Robertson-Walker, while for
dynamical aspects w'e use the term Friedmann-Lemactre.
We equate (14) with (13), divide by 2vr, recognize that
the area A of a sphere S at a given radius R is given
by A = j ~~g~d2x = 4ma P sinh Bs and use (12) to
finally get
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A
—0 = b—Ms+ [2P'sinh r+ (P coshrsinhr) —zP sinh r]adr+ V+2 2 ~ 3 2 ~ 2 3 HA8x 8ma2 4~
Rs
bM—s+ [zqP+ 2 (Pcoshr+2P'sinhr) ]adr+ V+8ma2 4'
Equation (15) is the appropriate equation to show a necessary condition; we assume S to be trapped, i.e. , 8 ( 0,
which leads to
0 ) —bMs + [—P + —(P cosh r + 2P sinhr) ]adr + V +1 2 1 / ~ 2 3 HA2 2 8ma2 4x
1 3 HA
& —bMs+ Ls—+ V+
2 4a2 4x
Rs Rs
Ls = gg„„dr = P adr
0 0
(17)
Hence, if a given surface is trapped, we get
1 3 HA
bMs & Ls+ — V+
2 8xa2 4x
Finally we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (A necessary condition. ) Assume one is
given initial data for a spherically symmetric open cos-
mology, such that
The proper radius of the sphere of coordinate radius R~
is given by
I
side. We then can use Eq. (4) to give
3 3H2VpV+ 8rra2 8rr (20)
1 AH 3H2V
Ms ( —Ls+ + (21)
This gives us a condition for the nonappearance of
trapped surfaces which is independent of any choice of
background.
Theorem 2. Assume one is given initial data as in
theorem 1. If for a spherical surface S, its proper radius
Ls, its area A, the total amount of matter Ms enclosed
by S, and the volume V inside S satisfy
(1) K = const = 3H,
(Z) J, =o,
and (background) Friedmann-Lemaitre data (a, H, p)
satisfying Eq. (g).
If for a spherical surface S, its proper radius Ls, its
area A, the amount of the excess mass bMs, and the
volume V inside S satisfy
AH 3V
bMs & Ls+ +-
2 4x 8' a2
then S is not trapped.
An obvious reorganization of Eq. (19) can be achieved
by moving the term pV from the left- to the right-hand
then S is not trapped.
This result forms the basis of a simple test which may
allow a determination of the global topology of our Uni-
verse [10].
In the other cosmological models and in the case of
asymptotically fiat data we have found essentially identi-
cal necessary conditions and we have also found sufficient
conditions expressed in terms of the same parameters.
Surprisingly, we have failed to date to find, in the open
case, a sufBcient condition. This should not lead one to
jump to the hasty conclusion that trapped surfaces are
absent &om spherical expanding open universes. It is
easy to find examples with trapped surfaces. Because
of the spherical symmetry, it is a simple matter to con-
struct a model which consists of a constant density sphere
embedded in an open cosmology. If the density is large
enough, trapped surfaces appear.
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